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Abstract

Previous findings suggest that gratitude is related to a multitude of benefits, such as improved

psychological well-being, decreased psychological distress and more positive social 

relationships. The interest in gratitude as a research topic for psychological science is 

relatively new, and as such, there are many aspects of gratitude that need to be studied more. 

One of these areas is gender differences in trait gratitude. The main purpose of this study was 

to investigate possible gender differences in trait gratitude and in positive- and negative 

affect. In addition, a possible relationship between trait gratitude and affect is investigated, as 

well as cultural differences between Swedish students and international students studying in 

Sweden. This study was unable to find any differences in trait gratitude, however, a gender 

difference was found in experienced negative affect and cultural differences were found in 

both positive- and negative affect. A positive relationship between trait gratitude and positive 

affect, as well as a negative relationship between trait gratitude and negative affect, were also 

found.

Keywords: Trait gratitude, positive affect, negative affect, gratitude interventions, 

gender differences
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Gender Differences In Gratitude Among University Students in Sweden

Introduction

As a future psychologist it is highly likely that professional life will entail working 

with individual clients to increase their well-being, as well as to reduce their suffering. There 

are many possible methods to accomplish this. Gratitude has been one area of research which 

has attracted increasing interest in recent years, as a possible tool to increase well-being. The 

purpose of this thesis is twofold. The purpose of the literature review is to give an overview 

of the existing research on both trait gratitude and gratitude interventions in order to establish

a background for the current study, as well as to illuminate the benefits of trait gratitude and 

gratitude interventions as tools in psychological treatments. The purpose of the current study 

is to contribute to the existing knowledge base of gratitude, by studying gender differences 

and, to a lesser extent, cultural differences in gratitude, as well as differences in positive- and 

negative affect. The relationship between trait gratitude and positive- and negative affect will 

also be investigated.

Literature Review

Gratitude. Gratitude has been regarded as something positive both across time and 

across cultures. In fact, most major religions recognize gratitude as beneficial for both 

individuals, as well as society as a whole. The expression of gratitude has almost always been

considered a virtue and and very few downsides have been found. The concept of gratitude 

has been studied by social scientists since the 1930s, but when it comes to psychological 

science the study of gratitude is much more recent. This recent interest in the psychological 

study of gratitude is often attributed to the emergence of positive psychology (Bono, Emmons

& McCullough,2004).

Even though the psychological study of gratitude is relatively new, there are a number

of recent conceptualisations of gratitude. One of the earliest conceptualisations was by 

McCullough, Kilpatrick, Emmons and Larsson (2001) who considered gratitude a moral 

affect distinct from other moral emotions, such as guilt and empathy. Gratitude has also been 

considered, among others, an affective trait (McCullough, Emmons & Tsang, 2002), a 

character strength (Seligman, Steen, Park & Peterson, 2005) and a life orientation, which 

encompasses several other conceptualisations (Wood, Froh & Geraghty, 2010). In their model

of gratitude as a life orientation, Wood et al. (2010) recognised that gratitude can be more 

than just an affective trait and included, among others, gratitude as a state and as a behaviour 
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to express gratitude. In addition, Stellar et al. (2017) described gratitude as a self-

transcendent emotion, a category of positive emotions which encourage individuals to focus 

on the needs and desires of other by transcending their own. 

Gratitude appears to be universal both across language and culture and, according to 

McCullough, Kimeldorf and Cohen (2008), it is likely that gratitude evolved to facilitate 

social exchange. They also considered gratitude a prosocial positive emotion which can 

function as a benefit detector, as well as both a reinforcer and motivator of prosocial 

behaviour. In this case, gratitude was considered an emotion directed at a benefactor who has 

acted in favour of another. Wood et al. (2010) noted that gratitude, as appreciation of aid 

provided by other people, is only one part of gratitude and that gratitude can be directed 

towards appreciation of events or one's own personal abilities as well.

This study will mainly focus on gratitude as a positive affective trait and on individual

differences in gratitude. For the purpose of this study trait gratitude will be defined as a 

generalised tendency to recognise and respond, with grateful emotions, to positive 

experiences, events and other people. This definition is inspired by the definition used by 

McCullough et al. (2002) but not limited to gratitude being directed towards the benevolence 

of others.

Benefits of gratitude. With gratitude being categorized as something generally 

positive it is likely that there are benefits associated with gratitude. Findings suggest that trait 

gratitude is correlated with more positive social relationships, positive emotional functioning 

and lower dysfunction, such as depression and anxiety. Furthermore a correlation was found 

between trait gratitude and positive social functioning, habitual well-being, positive 

relationships, altruism, and reduced stress to name a few benefits (Wood et al., 2010). Lin and

Yeh (2014) found that undergraduates high in trait gratitude employed more active coping, 

both problem-focused and emotion-focused, and had a higher degree of emotional support.

When it comes to psychopathology, trait gratitude was found to be associated with 

lower risk for general anxiety disorder, major depression, phobia and several kinds of 

dependence. It was also suggested that trait gratitude can help in overcoming trauma and 

increase daily functioning in people suffering from post-traumatic stress disorder. There was 

also a link between trait gratitude and several dimensions of psychological well-being and 

physical health (Wood et al., 2010). 

In a review, Wood et al. (2010) found indicators that trait gratitude has a unique and 
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causal relationship with well-being even after controlling for several other factors. Toussaint 

and Friedman (2009) found that the relationship between trait gratitude and well-being was 

only partially mediated by affect and self-evaluations, adding more credibility to the notion of

the relationship being unique. Regarding further studies indicating causality, Nezlek, 

Newman and Thrash (2017) found gratitude to be positively related to well-being, including 

affect, on the same day as the gratitude measurement. Gratitude on one day also predicted 

hedonic well-being, i.e. life-satisfaction and affect, on the following day, while hedonic well-

being did not predict gratitude on the following day, indicating a causal relationship from 

gratitude to hedonic well-being. There also seems to be a causal relationship between trait 

gratitude and depressive symptoms, with higher gratitude being associated with fewer 

symptoms, according to Lambert, Fincham and Stillman (2012).

Gratitude has also been found to serve as a motivator for positive change and self-

improvement, by increasing commitment towards improvement and personal goals. Increased

connectedness was also linked to gratitude and shown to increase the will to stay healthy and 

active, as well as increasing adherence to medical treatment (Armenta, Fritz & Lyubomirsky, 

2017). 

Gratitude interventions. Psychological treatments often include interventions as a 

part of the process. Interventions focusing on gratitude has generally been divided into three 

categories; grateful contemplation, behavioural expressions of gratitude, and daily gratitude 

lists, with the latter being the most studied (Wood et al., 2010).

One of the earliest studies on interventions from positive psychology by Seligman et 

al. (2005), included two gratitude interventions. One intervention with behavioural 

expression of gratitude, a gratitude visit, and a daily gratitude list, called Three Good Things 

by the authors but perhaps more known as a Gratitude Journal. The gratitude visit consisted 

of writing and delivering a gratitude letter. Results showed an increase in well-being and a 

decrease in depression for participants in this condition. Effects were found both one week 

and one month after the intervention, but the effects had faded after three months. The Three 

Good Things intervention was performed for one week, but did not yield any results one 

week after the intervention ended, however, the results showed increased well-being and 

decreased depression in participants at a one-month follow-up, with even greater benefits 

both three- and six months after the intervention had ended (Seligman et al., 2005). Watkins, 

Uhder and Pichinevskiy (2015) conducted a randomised controlled trial study with a similar 
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daily gratitude list. The intervention of counting three blessings of gratitude outperformed 

both a memory placebo and the intervention of counting three blessings of pride, in 

enhancing well-being. The well-being of those in the gratitude condition kept increasing 

between the one-week and the five-week follow-up, which led the authors to suggest a 

gratitude journal as a low cost adjunctive intervention for psychological treatment (Watkins, 

et al., 2015). 

Emmons and Stern (2013) used a case study with elements of gratitude to show the 

benefits of a gratitude intervention as a part of a psychological treatment, but as a case study 

the generalisability is limited. In a recent study, with greater generalisability, Wong et al. 

(2018) studied gratitude writing, a behavioural expression of gratitude, as an adjunctive 

intervention for psychotherapy. An adjunctive intervention is not part of the primary 

psychotherapy, but is instead intended to increase the client's active participation in the 

process and to provide a boost to treatment between sessions. The study was the first of it's 

kind using a randomised controlled trial to study gratitude as an adjunctive intervention in 

psychotherapy and the gratitude intervention in this study was a gratitude letter. When 

compared to the control condition, psychotherapy as usual, and the other experimental 

condition, psychotherapy and expressive writing as an adjunctive intervention, the gratitude 

writing condition showed a larger improvement in mental health both 4 and 12 weeks after 

the intervention. In light of these results Wong et al. (2018) suggested that gratitude letters 

can be beneficial as a complement to psychotherapy.

In addition to having psychological health benefits, gratitude interventions may also 

have an impact on physical health. Wood et al. (2010) noted a lack of research on the effects 

of trait gratitude on physical health and on the effects of gratitude interventions on physical 

health. Jackowska, Brown, Ronaldson and Steptoe (2016) conducted a randomised controlled

trial study using a gratitude diary as intervention. Results showed that the gratitude 

intervention was associated with improved sleep quality and reduced diastolic blood pressure 

compared to the control, in addition to reduced emotional distress and both increased 

optimism and hedonic well-being.

Mechanisms of gratitude interventions. Even though more and more findings 

indicate efficacy of gratitude interventions, it is somewhat unclear whether the effects of 

gratitude interventions come from an increase in trait gratitude (Wood et al., 2010). Toepfer, 

Cichy and Peters (2012) found that writing gratitude letters enhanced happiness and life-
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satisfaction, while decreasing depression, but could not show an increase in trait gratitude. 

Wood et al. (2010) also noted a lack of research on what mechanisms relate gratitude 

to well-being, but hypothesise that coping and positive affect can be involved. Watkins et al. 

(2015) suggested that writing a gratitude journal might train people to be more aware of 

positive events, which in turn can lead to cognitive biases that increase well-being, but as of 

yet this is only speculation. Wong et al. (2018) found that participants assigned to a gratitude 

writing condition wrote more positive emotion words and less negative-, than participants 

assigned to an expressive writing condition. Less use of negative emotion words predicted 

better health and was found to be a mediator in mental health between the two conditions, but

this was not true for increased positive emotion words.

One study indicated that trait gratitude might moderate the efficacy of gratitude 

interventions. Rash, Matsuba and Prkachin (2011) found that participants with low trait 

gratitude reported a greater increase in satisfaction with life, than those with high trait 

gratitude, after a gratitude contemplation intervention.

Inhibition of gratitude. Bono et al. (2004) suggested that there might be some factors 

which inhibit gratitude. These factors included envy, a sense of entitlement, perceptions of 

victimhood and narcissism. Solom, Watkins, McCurrach and Scheibe (2017) studied 

personality traits that might inhibit gratitude. They found narcissism and cynicism to be the 

strongest inhibitors of grateful emotion and, to a lesser degree, materialism and envy. In 

addition, they noted a lack of research on personality traits that might foster gratitude and 

suggest that both these kinds of traits can be important in future research to be able to 

determine who will benefit the most from gratitude interventions (Solom et al., 2017).

Gender differences. There are common cultural beliefs in westerns countries that 

there are gender differences in emotions, in that women are more emotional than men. In 

addition there are common beliefs that women and men differ in their expression and 

experience of specific emotions (Simon & Nath, 2004). Fischer, Mosquera and van Vianen 

(2004) stated that gender differences in emotions have been partially explained as a result of 

stereotypical gender roles. In western countries, traditional gender roles view women as more

likely to assume nurturing and domestic roles, with responsibilities of taking emotional care 

of others, whereas men are viewed as more likely to provide financially for the family. 

Connected with these stereotypical gender roles are expectations that certain distinct 

emotions and emotional expressions are needed to perform the role well. Gender differences 
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have also been explained by biological gender differences and the two explanations are not 

mutually exclusive. According to Lucas and Gohm (2000), previous findings seem to agree 

that women report more negative emotions than men both in intensity and frequency, at least 

when it comes to internalising emotions, such as sadness and fear. When it comes to positive-

and externalising emotions, such as anger, the results are less in agreement (Lucas & Gohm, 

2000). 

Gender differences in affect. Lucas and Gohm (2000) analysed data from two large 

international surveys and found that women experience unpleasant emotions more frequently 

and with more intensity in both surveys. The differences were greater for internalising 

emotions (i.e., sadness and fear), than for anger, which was regarded as an externalising 

emotion. Data from one survey showed that women experienced both greater intensity and 

frequency of pleasant emotions as well as greater life satisfaction. The same results could not 

be found in the other survey, instead it was found that men and women experienced the same 

levels of both positive emotions and life satisfaction (Lucas & Gohm, 2000). 

Fischer et al. (2004) studied gender differences in negative emotions in an 

international dataset. No differences was found in intensity of, what the authors call, powerful

emotions (i.e., anger and disgust). However, there was a significant difference in the intensity

of powerless emotions (i.e., fear, sadness, guilt and shame), where women rated the intensity 

of the emotions higher than men (Fischer et al., 2004).

Simon and Nath (2004) were unable to find any gender difference in frequency of 

experienced emotions in general. There were however differences in the frequency of 

experienced positive and negative emotions, with men experiencing more positive emotions 

than women and women experiencing more negative emotions than men. Men also 

experienced more frequent feelings of calm and excitement than women, while women 

experienced more frequent feelings of anxiety and sadness. No gender differences were found

in the frequency of experienced anger or shame. In addition, women were more likely than 

men to report that they express emotions in general (Simon & Nath, 2004).

Gender differences in gratitude. In a series of three studies Kashdan et al. (2009) 

studied gender differences in gratitude. The first study showed that there is a gender 

difference in the appraisal of expressing gratitude, where women see the expression of 

gratitude as less challenging and difficult, as well as less costly. The second study showed 

that, when thinking about receiving a gift in the past, women reported feeling more 
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pleasantness and gratitude as well as less obligation and burden, compared to men. In the 

third study they found the effects of gratitude on changes to well-being over time to be 

moderated by gender. Gratitude was positively related to both relatedness and autonomy over 

time for women, but not for men. No evidence was found that gender, interacting with 

autonomy and relatedness, could predict changes in gratitude. In addition, trait gratitude was 

related positively to emotion expressiveness for women, whereas this relationship was 

negative for men. Furthermore, there was a positive relationship for women between 

gratitude and well-being, that was specific to trait gratitude and could not be attributed to 

negative or positive affect. Taken together, the authors suggested that women are more likely 

to benefit from the positive effects that gratitude has on well-being, than men. (Kashdan et 

al., 2009).

There seems to be only a few studies on gender differences in trait gratitude. In the 

second and third study in their series of three studies, Kashdan et al. (2009) found that trait 

gratitude for women was greater, compared to men. The same gender difference could, 

however, not be found in a study of gratitude, forgiveness and spiritual coping during an 

alcohol addiction treatment program (Charzyńska, 2015).

Regarding gratitude interventions, there are some indications that gender can have an 

impact on the efficacy of an intervention. Watkins et al. (2015) found that the increase in 

well-being for men was greater than the increase for women after an intervention consisting 

of counting three blessings of gratitude.

Cultural differences. Although most studies on gender differences in affect has been 

conducted in western countries there are indications that these differences also exist across 

cultures. Lucas and Gohm (2000) found women to experience more negative affect than men 

in the majority of studied nations, but the magnitude of this difference varies between 

nations. Fischer et al. (2004) studied cultural differences using a measure called GEM, 

Gender Empowerment Measure. In a nation with high GEM-score women have more power 

and status, whereas in nations with a low GEM-score, predominately African, Asian and 

South American countries, women have little power and status. Respondents from nations 

with a low GEM score reported more intense emotions of fear, sadness, shame and guilt, than

women from nations with a high GEM-score. The study did not investigate any positive 

emotions.

Lim (2016) compared emotions in collectivistic cultures, where the relationship with 
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the communal group is essential, with individualistic cultures, where individual autonomy is 

essential. Findings indicated that individualistic countries value, promote and experience high

arousal emotions, such as enthusiasm and excitement, more than low arousal emotions, such 

as calm, whereas the opposite was true for collectivistic countries.

Bono et al. (2004) recognised the need for cross-cultural studies suggesting that there 

might be a difference in the efficacy of gratitude interventions between collectivistic and 

individualistic cultures. Boehm, Lyubomirsky and Sheldon (2011) conducted one of the 

earliest randomised controlled trial studies on the effects of culture on the efficacy of a 

gratitude intervention. Findings indicated that Anglo-Americans, an individualistic culture, 

demonstrated a greater increase in well-being than Asian-Americans, a collectivistic culture, 

after writing gratitude letters. Similar results were found by Layous, Lee, Choi and 

Lyubomirsky (2013) in a study where participants from the United States showed greater 

benefits in well-being from writing gratitude letters than participants from South Korea.

Current Study

Trait gratitude and gratitude interventions have been shown to have an impact on 

many aspects of psychological well-being. It therefore seems likely that gratitude can be a 

useful tool for psychologists seeking to increase the well-being of their clients. Individual 

differences in clients might foster or hinder the positive effects of gratitude, making it useful 

to consider which clients might receive the most benefits from a treatment including gratitude

as a tool. These individual differences need to be studied more before it is possible to tailor a 

treatment to an individual. The current study will primarily investigate gender differences in 

trait gratitude as well as in both positive- and negative affect. In addition, cultural differences 

in trait gratitude and positive- and negative affect will be investigated to a lesser extent, as 

well as the relationship between trait gratitude and positive- and negative affect.

The first research question is whether there are any gender differences in gratitude. 

Previous research have not been able to provide a unanimous answer, as some studies have 

found trait gratitude in women to be greater but other studies have failed to find a difference. 

It is therefore hard to predict the results of the first questions.

Hypothesis 1: There is a gender difference in trait gratitude.

The second research question is whether there are any gender differences in positive 

and negative affect. Most studies seem to agree with women experiencing more negative 

emotions than men. The results are more varied when it comes to positive affect, with some 
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studies finding no gender difference and a few reporting men to experience more positive 

affect. It is therefore likely that the results will show a gender difference for negative affect, 

but unclear if a difference can be found in positive affect. Regarding gender differences in 

specific affects, previous studies have found women to experience more feelings of fear and 

anxiety, and it is therefore likely that a difference will be found in the affects Nervous and 

Afraid.

Hypothesis 2: There is a gender difference in affect, both in total affect and specific 

affect.

The third research question is whether there are any cultural differences in trait 

gratitude between Swedish students and international students studying in Sweden. No 

previous studies have been found investigating cultural differences in trait gratitude. The 

reasoning behind this question is that Swedish students might take many positive things about

the Swedish society for granted and and that international students might not. Emmons and 

Stern (2013) write that feelings of gratitude come from affirming the good things in life as 

well as recognising the sources of these good things. Taking something for granted will likely

reduce both seeing those things as something good as well as reducing the ability to recognise

the source of the good thing, which seems incompatible with experiencing feelings of 

gratitude. However, since there is no previous research in trait gratitude it is hard to predict a 

result.

Hypothesis 3: There is a cultural difference in trait gratitude.

The fourth research question is whether there are any cultural differences in positive 

and negative affect. Most previous studies have compared individualistic countries to 

collectivistic countries and since a different comparison is done it is hard to predict whether 

any differences will be found.

Hypothesis 4: There is a cultural difference in affect, both in total affect and specific 

affect.

The fifth research question is whether there are correlations between trait gratitude 

and positive and negative affect. One of the aspects of well-being that Nezlek, et. al (2017) 

found trait gratitude to be related to was affect. Trait gratitude was positively related to 

positive affect and negatively related to negative affect. The same relationship was found by 

Kashdan et al. (2009). Lambert et al. (2012) found trait gratitude to be related positively to 

positive affect, but a relationship with negative affect was not investigated. It is therefore 
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likely that results from this study will also show that trait gratitude has a positive relationship 

with positive affect and negative relationship with negative affect.

Hypothesis 5: There is a relationship between trait gratitude and positive- and 

negative affect.

Material and Methods

Procedure

A questionnaire was created digitally via the Google Forms platform and distributed 

via social media, i.e. Facebook, in several groups for students in Sweden (see Appendix for a 

complete list of groups). One advantage of digital distribution is the elimination of data entry,

and another is to easily be able to recruit participants from multiple universities and multiple 

countries to increase diversity. According to Gosling, Vazire, Srivastava, and John (2004) 

data collected digitally via the Internet is at least as diverse as data collected from traditional 

questionnaires, as well as the findings from Internet studies being consistent with findings 

from traditional methods.

A brief introduction to the purpose of the study was presented, together with consent 

to participate and confirmation of the participant being a student at a Swedish university. In 

addition contact information to the author and the supervisor was provided. After giving 

consent, the participants were directed to the questionnaire.

The data collected was automatically stored in a cloud-storage only accessible by the 

author. Upon completion of the data collection, the data was screened for duplicate entries, 

but no such entries were found.

Participants

A total of 190 questionnaire answers were submitted. One participant was excluded 

due to not being a student. Five participants identified themselves as neither male nor female. 

While it would be interesting to include non-binary individuals in a study of gender 

differences, five participants are not enough to produce results that are representative for non-

binary individuals as a whole, and thus they were excluded from the study. A large sample 

size was used in order to try to obtain a power of .80 at a significance level of 0.05. 

According to the guidelines of Cohen (1992), a sample size of 170 participants would be 

sufficient for this study, ideally 85 per group. 

The resulting participants consist of 184 individuals currently studying at a university 

in Sweden. The gender distribution was 132 female participants (71.7%), including 47 
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international students, and 52 male participants (28.3%), including 10 international students, 

resulting in a total of 57 international students (31.0%). The participants' main areas of study 

were very varied; 57 (31.0% ) studied Natural and applied sciences, 52 (28.3%) studied 

Social sciences, 29 (15.8%) studied Business, 29 (15.8%) studied Humanities, and 17 (9.2%) 

studied other areas of knowledge. The age range of participants was from 19 to 47 years (M =

25.25, SD = 5.17).

Chi-square tests of independence were calculated, using cross tabulation, on Age, 

Areas of study and Type of student to determine, if there were any gender differences in 

expected frequencies. Significant differences in expected frequencies were found in Areas of 

study, χ2(4) = 13.42, p = 0.009, and in Type of student, χ2(1) = 4.68, p = 0.031. More men 

than expected studied Business, Natural and applied sciences and Other, whereas more 

women than expected studied Humanities and Social sciences. More women than expected 

were international students; 47 with an expected count of 40.9, whereas more men than 

expected were Swedish students; 42 with an expected count of 35.9. No gender difference in 

expected frequency was found in Age.

Measurements

Demographic questions included in the questionnaire were; Gender (male, female or 

other), Age, Area of current education and Type of student (Swedish student or international 

student). Area of current education was multiple choice with the alternatives; Natural and 

applied sciences, Social sciences, Business, Humanities and Other. In addition, a control 

question of whether the participant was a student or not was included.

Trait gratitude was measured with the Gratitude Questionnaire-6, GQ-6, (McCullough

et al., 2002), a self-report measure for trait gratitude. The six-item questionnaire was 

evaluated on a Likert scale, ranging from 1, strongly disagree, to 7, strongly agree. Internal 

consistency reliability of GQ-6 was alpha = .82 (McCullough et al., 2002). The current study 

found internal consistency reliability to be alpha = .73 for GQ-6. Results presented as total 

gratitude will be the sum of the six items, with two items reverse coded.

Affect was measured with the International Positive And Negative Affect Schedule 

Short Form, I-PANAS-SF (Thompson, 2007), a self-report measure for positive and negative 

affect. It is an adaptation from the original Positive And Negative Affect Schedule, PANAS, 

(Watson, Clark & Tellegen, 1988) intended for use outside of the USA. I-PANAS-SF 

(Thompson, 2007) was adapted to international English, instead of American English, and 
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shortened from 20 items to 10. The ten item questionnaire consists of five positive and five 

negative emotions that are rated on a five point scale from 1, never, to 5, always. However, 

for the purpose of this study the wording from the original PANAS (Watson et al., 1988) was 

used for the five ratings. The original wording for PANAS was more detailed and provided 

for all five ratings, making it more suitable for a digital survey. The five ratings were the 

following; Very slightly or not at all, A little, Moderately, Quite a bit and Extremely. The I-

PANAS-SF (Thompson, 2007) provided wording only for the top and bottom rating. Internal 

consistency reliability for negative affect was alpha = .74 and for positive affect alpha = .80 

(Thompson, 2007). The current study found internal consistency reliability to be alpha = .67 

for negative affect and alpha = .77 for positive affect. Results presented as total positive 

affect is the sum of all five positive affects, and the sum of the five negative affects for total 

negative affect.

Statistics

Data analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics 22. Independent t-tests were

used to ascertain whether any gender- or cultural differences existed in trait gratitude, 

positive- and negative affect. Confidence interval was set to 95%. Bivariate Pearson 

correlations were used to ascertain whether any relationships existed between trait gratitude 

and positive- and negative affect. Levene's test was used to assess equality of variance. 

Cronbach's alpha was used to measure internal consistency. All data was considered two-

tailed, with a normal distribution, at a 5% significance level. 

Ethical Considerations

Ethical issues with this study were considered before data collection started, 

according to guidelines from the Swedish Research Council (2002). The main issues 

considered were; information about the purpose of the study, participant consent, 

confidentiality and that the data collected only was to be used for the purpose of research.

It was found that the data collected during the study was not of a sensitive nature and 

that no personal data was collected. This includes not collecting any names, email addresses, 

or machine identifiers. Furthermore, the demographic data collected was limited, making 

traceability low and removing the possibility of identifying individuals by studying the 

collected data. Results from the study were presented on a group level, not publishing 

individual answers.

Information regarding the purpose of the study and contact information for the author 
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and supervisor were provided to participants before them consenting to take part in the study. 

Informed consent was necessary to gain access to the questionnaire. 

The data collected was stored in a data-cloud only accessible by the author during 

data collection, making storage as safe as possible for an Internet based study. Since no 

personal data was collected, it was considered that the EU General Data Protection 

Regulation would not affect this study.

Prior to data collection an outline for this study was submitted to the Ethical Advisory

Board in South Sweden for ethical assessment. The advisory board found no ethical reasons 

not to carry out the study.

Results

The purpose of the current study was to study gender differences and, to a lesser 

extent, cultural differences in gratitude, as well as differences in positive- and negative affect.

The relationship between trait gratitude and positive- and negative affect was also 

investigated.

Gender differences

The first analyses were conducted on gender differences in total trait gratitude, 

positive- and negative affect. Descriptive statistics of all three measures can be found in Table

1. Independent t-tests showed a significant gender difference in negative affect, t(182) = 2.60,

p = 0.010. Suggesting that women experience more negative affect than men. No significant 

gender differences were found in gratitude or positive affect.

Analyses were also conducted on gender differences in specific affects. Descriptive 

statistics of all 10 affects can be found in Table 2. Independent t-tests showed a significant 

difference in Upset, t(182) = 2.95, p = 0.004, Nervous t(182) = 2.35, p = 0.020, and Afraid, 

t(182) = 2.29, p = 0.023. Suggesting that women experience more of these affects than men. 

No other significant gender differences were found.

No significant gender difference was found for trait gratitude, and thus hypothesis 1 is

not supported. A significant gender difference was found for total negative affect and for the 

individual affects of Upset, Nervous and Afraid, in that women experience more of these 

affects than men. No significant gender differences were found in any aspect of positive 

affect. Hypothesis 2 is, therefore, only partially supported.
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Table 1. Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for total gratitude, positive- and negative 

affect, by gender. 

Female (n = 132) Male (n = 52)

M SD M SD

Total Gratitude 32.14 5.65 31.50 5.90

Total Positive Affect 16.46 3.45 16.81 3.25

Total Negative Affect 12.21 4.41 10.52 3.53

Table 2. Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for individual items of affect, by gender.

Female (n = 132) Male (n = 52)

M SD M SD

Positive affect

Alert 3.08 1.05 3.15 1.00

Inspired 3.32 1.00 3.58 1.11

Determined 3.55 1.04 3.46 0.96

Attentive 3.43 0.95 3.35 0.91

Active 3.08 1.07 3.27 1.24

Negative affect

Upset 2.78 1.03 2.29 1.00

Hostile 1.76 0.96 1.62 0.84

Ashamed 2.31 1.23 2.15 1.16

Nervous 3.08 1.26 2.62 1.09

Afraid 2.28 1.22 1.85 0.98
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Cultural differences

Analyses were conducted on cultural differences in total trait gratitude, positive- and 

negative affect. Descriptive statistics of all three measures can be found in Table 3. 

Independent t-tests showed a significant cultural difference in positive affect, t(182) = -2,15, 

p = 0.033, and negative affect, t(182) = -253, p = 0.012. Suggesting that international students

experience more positive- and negative affect than Swedish students. No significant 

difference was found in gratitude.

Analyses were also conducted on cultural differences in specific affects. Descriptive 

statistics of all 10 affects can be found in Table 4. Independent t-tests were conducted on all 

specific affects, except for the affect Alert, where a Mann-Whitney U-test was used, due to 

lack of equal variance. Results showed that there were significant differences in Determined, 

t(182) = -2.22, p = 0.028, Active, t(182) = -2.64, p = 0.009, Nervous, t(182) = -2.47, p = 

0.014, and Afraid, t(182) = -2.21, p = 0.029. Results suggest that international students 

experience more of these specific affects than Swedish students. No other significant 

differences were found.

No significant cultural difference was found for trait gratitude, and thus hypothesis 3 

is not supported. Significant cultural differences were found for total positive- and negative 

affect. In addition there were significant differences in the negative affects of Nervous and 

Afraid, as well as in the positive affects of Determined and Active. Hypothesis 4 is, therefore,

supported for total affect, but only partially supported for individual affects.
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Table 3. Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for total gratitude, positive- and negative 

affect, by type of student.

Swedish (n = 127) International (n = 57)

M SD M SD

Total Gratitude 31.89 5.89 32.12 5.34

Total Positive Affect 16.20 3.35 17.35 3.37

Total Negative Affect 11.23 4.06 12.84 3.80

Table 4. Means (M) and standard deviations (SD) for individual items of affect, by type of 

student.

Swedish (n = 127) International (n = 57)

M SD M SD

Positive Affect

Alert 3.11 0.94 3.07 1.24

Inspired 3.33 1.03 3.53 1.04

Determined 3.42 1.01 3.77 0.98

Attentive 3.35 0.90 3.53 1.02

Active 2.99 1.13 3.46 1.04

Negative Affect

Upset 2.58 1.03 2.77 1.07

Hostile 1.63 0.88 1.91 1.01

Ashamed 2.19 1.23 2.44 1.17

Nervous 2.80 1.20 3.28 1.24

Afraid 2.03 1.16 2.44 1.15
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Correlations

Using bivariate Pearson correlations, a relationship was found between trait gratitude 

and affect. There was a positive correlation between trait gratitude and total positive affect, r 

= .375, p < 0.001, R2 = .141. This suggests that 14.1% of the total variance in positive affect is

explained by trait gratitude. There was a negative correlation between total gratitude and total

negative affect, r = -.240, p = 0.001, R2 = .058. This suggests that 5.8% of the total variance in

total negative affect is explained by trait gratitude.

Relationships between trait gratitude and affect was also found for each separate 

gender. A positive correlation between trait gratitude and positive affect was found for both 

genders, r = .316, p < 0.001, R2 = .100 for women and r = .541, p < 0.001, R2 = .293 for men. 

In addition, a negative correlation between trait gratitude and negative affect was found for 

both genders, r = -.242, p = 0.005, R2 = .059 for women and r = -.295, p = 0.034, R2 = .,087 

for men. While there are gender differences in both these correlations, the differences are not 

statistically significant for any type of affect.

A relationship between trait gratitude and both positive- and negative affect was 

found, both in general and for each separate gender, supporting hypothesis 5.

Discussion

Discussion of Results

Gender differences. The current study was unable to find any gender differences in 

trait gratitude, a result similar to that of Charzyńska (2015). However, Kashdan et al. (2009) 

found trait gratitude in women to be greater than in men. 

No gender differences could be found in positive affect. Previous studies are 

inconclusive in their results, as both men (Simon & Nath, 2004) and women (Lucas & Gohm,

2000) have been found to experience more positive affect.

Findings from this study indicate that women experience more negative affect than 

men, both for total negative affect and for the specific negative affects of Upset, Nervous and 

Afraid. Regarding total negative affect, this is consistent with what has been found in 

previous studies (Lucas & Gohm, 2000; Simon & Nath, 2004). Comparing gender differences

of specific affects to previous studies is not as straightforward as for total affect, because of 

varying methods and measurements across studies. Women experiencing the negative affects 

of Upset and Nervous to a greater degree than men, is regarded to be consistent with Simon 

and Nath's (2004) findings of women experiencing more anxiety. Both Lucas and Gohm 
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(2000) and Fischer et al. (2004) found women to experience fear to a greater extent than men,

which is consistent with this study's results on Afraid. No differences was found for Angry, a 

result that ties well with previous studies where no gender differences in anger was found 

(Fischer et al., 2004; Simon & Nath, 2004).

Previous research on gender differences in trait gratitude and positive affect is 

somewhat divergent, which might be indicative of a lack of research in those areas. No 

differences in either area were found in this study, which might indicate that no gender 

differences exist in these areas. There is also a possibility that the gender differences in trait 

gratitude and positive affect found in previous studies could stem from something other than 

gender. Regarding this study, it is possible that no gender differences were found due to that 

some factor in the circumstances of university students in Sweden counteracts the gender 

differences found in other studies. The latter will be discussed in the methods discussion. 

Another factor that could counteract gender differences found in other studies is the 

gender equality in Sweden. According to the United Nations Development Programme (2018)

Sweden is the third most gender equal nation in the world, whereas the United States, where 

many studies are conducted, is in 41st place. Fischer et al. (2004) found that participants in 

nations with a high gender equality rated feat, guilt, sadness and shame as less intense than 

those from nations with a lower gender equality. While no positive emotions were 

investigated in the study, there is a possibility that some similar differences exist in positive 

emotions which could counteract the differences found in other studies.

Fischer et al. (2004) stated that stereotypical gender roles have been used as an 

explanation for gender differences in emotions. The traditional roles suggest that men, as 

financial providers, have more power and status than women. However, effects from typical 

western traditional gender stereotypes might not be as noticeable in Sweden as in other 

western nations. For instance, Carlsson, Agerström, Björklund, Carlsson and Rooth (2014) 

were unable to find any effects stemming from expectations of traditional gender stereotype 

roles in recruitment practices in Sweden. With Sweden being the third most gender equal 

nation in the world, it is likely that the gender differences in power and status might not be as 

prominent in Sweden as in nations with higher gender inequality, especially since one part of 

the Gender Inequality Index is a measure of empowerment, i.e. power and status (United 

Nations Development Programme, 2018). The lack of prominent stereotypical gender roles 

could explain why some effects of gender roles might be less noticeable in Sweden, which 
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could be another possible explanation for the lack of gender differences in emotions found in 

this study.

 There is also a possibility that the somewhat skewed gender distribution of the study 

has an impact on the results. While not ideal, a skewed gender distribution is somewhat 

expected, as most studies have an over-representation of women (Gosling et al., 2004).

Cultural differences. The current study could not find any cultural differences in trait

gratitude. However, findings indicate that there are gender differences in both total positive- 

and negative affect, as well as the individual positive affects of Determined and Active, and 

the negative affects of Nervous and Afraid. International students experienced more affect 

than Swedish students in all cases where a difference was found. Comparisons with previous 

studies on cultural differences is hard to make in this case, since the grouping of international 

students have a few drawbacks, discussed further in the method discussion.

The gender difference in expected frequencies for Type of student might have an 

effect on the results for cultural differences. The ratio of men for International students is 

only 10 out of 57 (17.5%) , compared to the ratio of men in Swedish students which is 42 out 

of 127 (33.1%). It is therefore likely that the difference found in the specific negative affects 

of Nervous and Afraid can be partly attributed to an over-representation of women in the 

group of international students, since gender differences in these specific affects were found 

in this study. However, this does not explain the difference in positive affect.

It is possible that the cultural differences found in positive affect could be explained 

by the concept of hedonic adaptation (Lyubomirsky, 2010). Hedonic adaptation is the process

of getting accustomed to stimuli that have emotional effects. This lessens the experienced 

affect from a specific stimuli over time. International students may not have gotten 

accustomed to positive affects associated with moving to Sweden to study, and this may 

explain why there are differences in total positive affect and in the specific positive affects of 

Determined and Active. One might also argue that Determined and Active are affects that can

be associated with making the most of the, often limited, time international students have to 

study abroad. 

Correlations. Findings suggest that there are relationships between trait gratitude and

both total positive- and negative affect. The correlation between trait gratitude and positive 

affect was positive, whereas the correlation with negative affect was negative. This is 

consistent with previous findings (Kashdan et al, 2009; Nezlek et al., 2017). Similar 
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relationships were found for each gender, but no statistically significant gender difference in 

the relationships were found.

Wood et al. (2010), mentions several benefits of trait gratitude, including 

increased psychological well-being and decreased distress. With gratitude being positively 

related to positive affect and negatively related to negative affect, the results of this study 

seem to be in accordance with previous findings.

Discussion of Methods

Convenience sampling was used for this study, which is regarded as somewhat limited

when it comes to generalisability (Borg & Westerlund, 2012). It also has some strengths, such

as high availability and less effort needed for data collection. This study did not limit the 

recruitment of participants to a single university or a specific area of study. In fact, one 

strength of this study is the diversity in Areas of study. As shown previously there was a 

significant gender difference in Areas of study, but this is to be expected since some 

university subjects generally have an uneven gender ratio. However, there is a possibility that

there are differences in trait gratitude and positive- and negative affect between different 

Areas of study. This might be a confounding variable for gender differences, since it was not 

controlled for in this study and since there were significant differences in gender distribution 

among the Areas of study. It can be argued that the lack of geographical location for 

participants is a drawback for generalisability, since geographical diversity of the participants

cannot be shown. However, collection of such data would have increased the traceability of 

the participants.

Even though Gosling et al. (2004) argued that internet data collection gives results 

comparable to traditional data collection methods, when it comes to, among others, diversity 

and results, there are a few caveats. In this study the response frequency was very low, which 

might indicate a particular interest in the subject of gratitude among the participants, which in

turn would lower the generalisability of the study. The second caveat is that there was no 

possibility to control the time of day or settings in which the participants filled out the 

questionnaire, which might introduce confounding variables.

Investigating students in Sweden might have another advantage, since several aspects 

of being a student in Sweden are similar for all students. As a result of the system for higher 

education in Sweden, most students have similar age, income, living conditions and 

workload, among others. This might eliminate some confounding factors that are present in 
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other studies, such as socio-economic status. While possibly being advantageous for studying

gender differences by eliminating possible confounding factors, it might also remove some 

aspects of cultural differences, by having international students adapt to the same conditions 

as Swedish students. In addition it might limit the generalisability of the study.

Classifying participants as either Swedish or international for cultural comparison has 

its drawbacks. This approach lacks the ability to assess what kind of culture the international 

students come from, and thus international students from neighbouring nations, with a similar

culture to Sweden, are grouped with international students with very different cultural 

backgrounds. However, by using this classification the sample size could be kept relatively 

small, so this classification is not without merits. Even with this limited classification 

problems with sample size arose, since only 10 male participants were international students. 

This made it statistically impossible to reliably investigate interaction effects between Gender

and Type of student.

A large number of significance tests, at least 35, were conducted during this study, and

since a correlation was found between trait gratitude and both positive- and negative affect, it 

is highly unlikely that all of these are independent. Since no Bonferroni corrections were 

made, the reader is advised to keep in mind that there is a 83.4% likelihood of at least one 

spurious significance being present, resulting in a type-I error. 

The measurements of GQ-6 and I-PANAS-SF were deemed suitable for the study 

partly because they are brief, but also since I-PANAS-SF is adapted for international use. 

There are several other scales to measure both trait gratitude and affect, which can make 

comparison between some studies problematic. 

Practical Implications

Results indicate that trait gratitude explains 14.1% of the variance in positive affect 

and 5.8% of the total variance in negative affect, with trait gratitude being positively related 

to positive affect and negatively related to negative affect. This indicates that interventions 

which increase trait gratitude could be a valuable therapeutic tool. The literature review of 

this study found only one previous study that investigated the effect of a gratitude 

intervention on trait gratitude (Toepfer et al., 2012), but the study could not show that the 

intervention caused an increase in trait gratitude. As only one study was found on the effects 

of gratitude interventions on trait gratitude, this is an area that could benefit from more 

research.
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There are indications that trait gratitude can be a valuable measurement in a 

therapeutic process to determine which interventions might be effective. Rash et al. (2011) 

found that grateful contemplation might be more effective in increasing well-being for clients

with low trait gratitude, than for clients with high trait gratitude. The current study found no 

support for a gender difference in trait gratitude, which indicates that no single gender is 

more likely to benefit from this intervention than the other.

The literature review of this study found several studies showing support for gratitude

interventions as an effective tool to increase aspects of psychological health (Seligman et al., 

2005; Watkins et al. 2015), as well indications of gratitude interventions being an effective 

addition to a therapeutic process (Wong et al., 2018). It is however unclear if trait gratitude 

plays a part in these interventions, suggesting that this is an area that could benefit from 

further research.

Future Directions

Since there was a skewed gender ratio in this study, one possibility of a future study is

to investigate gender differences with a mixed pairs design with an even gender ratio among 

the participants. This could also remove several possibly confounding factors, such as, for 

instance, age and social status.

A future study with more focus on gratitude and affect in non-binary individuals 

would also be interesting, as there were too few non-binary participants in this study.

There is also the possibility to further study the relationship between trait gratitude 

and different aspects of psychological health that goes beyond affect, and control for 

mediating effect of affect to further study the direct effect of trait gratitude on psychological 

health.

Going beyond the results of this study, there are many aspects of gratitude where a 

limited amount of studies have been conducted, such as the effect of trait gratitude in 

conjunction with gratitude interventions, interventions which actually increase trait gratitude 

and factors other than interventions that can help foster trait gratitude.

Conclusions

The current study was unable to find gender differences in trait gratitude, but a 

positive relationship to positive affect and a negative relationship to negative affect was 

found, indicating that trait gratitude can have a positive effect on well-being. In addition 

cultural differences in positive affect was found, as well as both cultural- and gender 
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differences in negative affect.
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Appendix

List of Facebook Groups Where the Questionnaire was Distributed

“Dom kallar oss studenter”, a network for students at the University of Örebro

“International students at Halmstad University”

“International Students Lund University”

“International students at Malmo University”

“International students in Sweden”

“Stockholm International Students 2019 I Exchange & Erasmus”

“Studenter vid Högskolan i Skövde”, a network for students at the University of Skövde

“Växjö Campus”, a network for students at the Växjö branch of the Linnaeus University


